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The assembly of proteins into fibrillar structures is an important process that concerns different biological contexts, including molecular medicine and functional biomaterials. Engineering of hybrid biomaterials can advantageously provide synergetic interactions of the biopolymers with an inorganic component to ensure specific supramolecular organization and dynamics. To this aim, we designed hybrid systems associating collagen and surface-functionalized silica particles and we built a new strategy to investigate fibrillogenesis processes in such multicomponents systems, working at the crossroads of chemistry, physics and mathematics. The self-assembly process was investigated by bimodal multiphoton imaging coupling second harmonic generation (SHG) and 2 photons excited fluorescence (2PEF). The in-depth spatial characterization of the system was further achieved using the three-dimensional analysis of the SHG/2PEF data via mathematical morphology processing. Quantitation of collagen distribution around particles offers strong evidence that the chemically-induced confinement of the protein on the silica nanosurfaces has a key influence on the spatial extension of fibrillogenesis. This new approach is unique in the information it can provide on 3D dynamic hybrid systems and may be extended to other associations of fibrillar molecules with optically-responsive nano-objects.

1 Introduction

Controlling the association of nanomaterials with self-assembling biomolecules is a topic of high relevance in many fields, from therapeutics to biomaterials engineering. Protein fibrils received specific attention due to their implication in neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases. In this context, self-assembling proteins and peptides, such as human serum albumin, islet-4 and beta-amyloid polypeptide, and human beta-2-microglobulin have been associated with inorganic particles to investigate fibrillogenesis processes and kinetics. However the outcomes of these works are often divergent. On the one hand, particles could promote aggregation by a condensation-ordering mechanism induced by an increase of the local concentration of peptides in the vicinity of the nanoparticles. On the other hand, particles have also been shown to slow down fibrillogenesis by depleting the amount of free monomers. Meanwhile, it comes up that particles size, chemistry, and concentration play a crucial role in those assembly processes. Such studies are also of primary importance in current nanoscience since the combination of self-assembling macromolecules with nanoscale objects has emerged as a key strategy to build bio-functional systems. It is therefore necessary to develop new strategies to investigate biological self-assembly processes at inorganic interfaces at the supramolecular level for their use in nanomedicine and nanotechnology.

Type I collagen is a typical example of biomolecule whose controlled self-assembly at the interface with mineral phases is of major concern when designing biomedical materials. Type I collagen is the main structural protein of connective tissues, giving form and strength to the body. Synthesized by cells as triple helix units, collagen self-assembles into fibrils in vivo and in vitro, forming three-dimensional (3D) matrices. The effect of silica in different forms, from silicic acid to colloidal silica, on Type I collagen self-assembly has previously been reported, demonstrating that non-specific interactions could result either in fibrillogenesis enhancement or inhibition. More recently we showed that a suitable surface modification of silica nanoparticles allows the formation of
well-defined collagen triple helices-coated colloids that preserve the fibrillogenesis properties of the protein\textsuperscript{21}. However, the detailed analysis of the growth and 3D organization of such multi-scale dynamic bio-mineral networks faces important conceptual and technical challenges. In particular, a simultaneous monitoring of both the particle and the protein has to be achieved.

Up to now, time-lapse confocal optical microscopy is the most commonly used approach to follow protein self-assembly, although it requires complementary protein tagging with fluorescent molecules or antibodies\textsuperscript{22,23}. As an alternative, it has been demonstrated that multiphoton microscopy taking advantage of intrinsic Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) signal from fibrillar collagen and combined with specific image processing provides access to new quantitative measurements on collagen-based biological tissues and biomaterials in two dimensions\textsuperscript{24–30} and, more recently, in three dimensions\textsuperscript{31,32}. On this basis, we propose here a powerful tool to study collagen fibrillogenesis in 3D composites, by applying recent developments in stereological analysis to a combination of SHG images of the collagen fibrils with Two-Photon Excited Fluorescence (2PEF) images of the fluorescently-labeled silica particles. It thus becomes possible to monitor the course of the fibrillogenesis process from the nanoparticle surface without any protein labeling thanks to the high specificity of SHG microscopy to collagen fibrils. This approach is particularly useful to get a comprehensive view of the influence of particle surface chemistry on the self-assembly of hybrid systems. As this novel methodology may be further applied to a large diversity of fibrillar biological macromolecules (e.g. collagen, myosin, tubulin)\textsuperscript{33} and fluorescent nanoparticles (Fig.S1), it constitutes a key tool for the design and investigation of bio-functional materials from engineered nano-surfaces.

2 Three approaches, one system

2.1 Engineering silica-collagen biocomposites

Type I collagen is soluble in acidic medium, where it is stabilized as individual triple helices (300 nm in length, 1.5 nm in diameter). Near neutral pH conditions, collagen self-assembles forming fibrils ca. 100 nm in diameter and up to 1 mm in length\textsuperscript{17,18}. This pH-dependent self-assembling property can be used to drive the formation of synthetic networks made up of silica particles and collagen. A pre-requisite to obtain such extended hybrid network via a bottom-up approach is to design well-defined collagen-silica starting units (Fig.1A). From the protein point of view, acidic conditions (acetic acid solution, pH 2.5) are required to ensure the stabilization of collagen triple helices\textsuperscript{21}. Considering the nanoparticle design, it is important to rationally define its dimension and surface chemistry, which are key parameters for controlling protein adsorption at the molecular level\textsuperscript{34–36}. On this basis, we have used silica particles (NP-Si) having a diameter of 290 nm, thus matching the largest dimension of collagen triple helices. Furthermore, surface modification with negatively-charged sulfonate groups (NP-SiSO\textsubscript{3}) was performed to control its interaction with positively-charged collagen via electrostatic interactions. We recently demonstrated that this approach allows significant binding of collagen triple helices on the particle, providing a good platform to trigger fibrillogenesis from the nano-surface upon increasing pH (Fig.1B)\textsuperscript{21}. However, a deeper understanding of the influence of the nano-surface on fibrillogenesis requires the development of new approaches to investigate the dynamics of the self-assembly process, as well as the supramolecular organization and morphology of collagen fibrils. In particular, a simultaneous monitoring of both the particles and the proteins has to be achieved.

2.2 Combined SHG/2PEF imaging

Here we combined SHG imaging to follow the real-time growth of unlabelled collagen fibrils with 2PEF imaging of NP-Si and NP-SiSO\textsubscript{3} after incorporation of suitable fluorophores (Alexa Fluor\textsuperscript{®} 488) within the particles core (see Fig.2A). To ensure significant reproducibility, 5 samples for each particle chemistry were investigated (5 NP-SiSO\textsubscript{3} and 5 NP-Si samples, Fig.S2). 3D rendering of bimodal image stacks reveals the onset of fibrils growth around the 3D distribution of fluorescent nanoparticles (Fig.2B). The fluorescence signal (Fig.2C) may in fact correspond either to single NP-SiSO\textsubscript{3} or NP-Si particles or to clusters of such particles, and both objects will be designated as NPs hereafter. SHG reveals fibrillar structures with diameters limited by the optical resolution (Fig.2D), which are mostly single collagen fibrils but may also correspond to fibrils assemblies, while the centrosymmetrical liquid solutions exhibit no signal\textsuperscript{37}. This structural
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\caption{Collagen (A) adsorption and (B) fibrillogenesis from NP-SiSO\textsubscript{3} nano-surfaces, as shown by Transmission Electron Microscopy.}
\end{figure}
specificity of SHG for aligned collagen assemblies is related to the physics of this coherent multiphoton signal\textsuperscript{38–40}. At the molecular scale, SHG signals correspond to strong electronic polarization of the peptide bonds that radiate at the harmonic frequency due to their noncentrosymmetrical environment. The SHG signal of macro-molecular collagen distributions then corresponds to the summation of all these electric field radiations, which efficiently amplifies SHG in dense and aligned materials such as collagen fibrils. In contrast, SHG vanishes for centrosymmetrical distributions such as collagen solutions, and SHG microscopy is therefore a structural probe of collagen fibril formation.

Altogether, the SHG signal intensity scales quadratically with the number of aligned collagen triple helices. Accordingly, increasing SHG signals indicate increasing fibril diameter or packing. Basic quantitation of the collagen network may then be obtained by measuring the total SHG signal or the number of voxels with significant SHG signal in the image\textsuperscript{46}. This method was used recently to monitor collagen fibrillogenesis in various physico-chemical conditions\textsuperscript{41}. However, a new approach is required here to quantify the collagen 3D assembly around the NPs.

### 2.3 3D analysis of SHG/2PEF data

Precise quantitation of collagen fibrillogenesis around NPs is difficult. A manual approach is not only tedious and time-consuming but, more importantly, insufficiently repeatable and observer-dependent. In addition, a two-dimensional analysis of the presented model would be clearly inappropriate, as one can confidently hypothesize that the influence of nanoparticles on collagen fibrillogenesis is three-dimensional. Therefore, an automatic 3D image processing approach was deemed compulsory.

A model, based on mathematical morphology\textsuperscript{42,43}, is introduced here to precisely define nanoparticles and collagen fibrils in our images and allow for their quantitation. Note that no image registration method is used because the collagen-silica network may move and deform in the liquid solution during the fibrillogenesis process. We rather introduce two statistic measures in order to spatially characterize the effect of nanoparticles on collagen fibrillogenesis. First, we measure fibrillar collagen density with respect to the distance to nanoparticles. Second, we count the number of collagen fibrils around nanoparticles, at a given distance range.

The main processing steps are illustrated in Fig.2E–H, and described in the following section.

### 3 Three-dimensional analysis

#### 3.1 Segmentation and labelling of NPs

The first issue is to segment the nanoparticles, which later enables to separate each NP and perform an individual analysis for fibril counting. This segmentation (see Methods) results in a binary image. One can notice that nanoparticles are in fact represented by groups of close but non-adjacent connected components. In order to separate them without introducing over-segmentation, we use a generalized connectivity, as introduced by Serra\textsuperscript{44}: we consider that two voxels are neighbours when they are separated by less than 2 \( \mu \text{m} \). Using this connectivity we associate a unique label \( i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq N \)) to each nanoparticle. Hereafter, \( P_i \) will denote the nanoparticle labelled with \( i \). The influence zone \( Z_i \) of the particle \( P_i \) is then given by the set of pixels which are closer to \( P_i \) than to any other particle \( P_j \) or the image border (Fig.2E).

In order to quantify the spatial influence of nanoparticles on collagen fibrillogenesis, a distance function is computed around them: for each background voxel \( x \), its distance \( d(x) \) (in \( \mu \text{m} \)) to the surface of the closest nanoparticle is computed. As we want to avoid possible biases introduced by the image borders, if the distance of a background voxel \( x \) to the image border is smaller than \( d(x) \), then \( d(x) \) is set equal to \( \infty \), which in practice means that this voxel is not taken into account in the following steps. This precaution is necessary, as nanoparticles outside the microscope field of view can also influence fibrillogenesis. A quantized distance \( c \) is finally computed with factor \( q \): \( c(x) = \lceil d(x)/q \rceil \), where \( \lceil y \rceil \) denotes the smallest integer larger than the real number \( y \). The set \( C_j \) corresponds to the voxels \( x \) such that \( c(x) = j \). We take \( q = 1 \ \mu \text{m} \) which is approximately the axial resolution of the multiphoton microscope (Fig.2F).

#### 3.2 Fibrillar collagen density around NPs

For each distance class \( C_j \), the mean value of the SHG signal among all voxels belonging to this image class was computed:

\[
\rho(C_j) = \frac{\sum_{x \in C_j} shg(x)}{\sum_{x \in C_j} 1}.
\]

The result is given in photon number and is correlated to the squared density of fibrillar collagen. The computation of \( \rho(C_j) \) shows that SHG photon density increases with time, being always maximal close to the particle surface and exponentially decaying with increasing distance (Fig.3A). This surface-mediated fibril growth was found to be highly reproducible, while with bare nanoparticles non-monotonic variations with respect to the particle surface were observed (Fig.S2). This indicates that there is no systematic correlation.
Fig. 2 3D analysis of collagen - NPs composites. (A) Multiphoton setup, with simultaneous forward detection of SHG signals and backward detection of 2PEF signals, providing multimodal image stacks; Multiphoton data: (B) 3D rendering of the sample: red structures correspond to the 2PEF image of NPs, and green ones to the SHG image of collagen fibrils. Field of view: 154 x 160 x 30 µm³. A zoomed-in region of (B) can be seen on images (C) and (D), respectively for 2PEF and SHG channels, on which image processing is thereafter illustrated: (E) NPs influence zones $Z_i$; (F) Distance classes $C_i$ around NPs; (G) Distance class $C_2$ on pre-processed collagen fibrils image; (H) 3D rendering of a zoomed-in region of (G) containing one NP: intersections between $C_2$ and two collagen fibrils.
between the presence of non-functionnalized NP-Si surfaces and the course of fibrillogenesis.

In sharp contrast, for NP-Si samples, the influence range remains constant over time (Fig. 3C), confirming that fibrillogenesis does not occur systematically from the surface, but also independently of the surface. In this case, fibrillogenesis kinetics is characterized by an exponential rising time of 30 ± 8 min, which corresponds to an intermediate value, in between NP-SiSO₃ and the absence of particles. This indicates that bare silica nanosurface can influence fibrillogenesis via some weak adsorption of triple helices and/or fibrils but that these interactions cannot specifically direct collagen self-assembly. In addition, after 60 minutes, where the influence range values are stable for both sets of samples, associated standard deviation is markedly smaller for NP-SiSO₃ compared to NP-Si. Altogether, these data demonstrate that sulfonated surfaces provide a significant and reproducible control on the fibrillogenesis process over the whole experimental timescale.

3.3 Collagen 3D structure around NPs

To compute the number of collagen fibrils around NPs, it was again necessary to identify only the collagen fibrils after segmentation. This requires to extract the SHG photons at the interface that can not be attributed to a given fibril and that results from the accumulation of aligned collagen molecules or short fibrils at the particle surface with sizes and inter-distances smaller than the optical resolution. To do so, we removed from the resulting mask all voxels, which belong to C₁ and the NPs. This implements our definition of a fibril, that should extend over more than 1 µm; i.e. over at least two distance classes. A small dilation was then applied to avoid SHG fibril splitting provoked by noise. Afterwards, we labeled the resulting binary image, obtaining labels \{F_j\} for the resulting fibrils. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2G.

Finally, for each nanoparticle P, we computed the number \(n_i\) of collagen fibrils that intersect its influence zone \(Z_i\) and distance class \(C_2\) (Fig. 2H):

\[
n_i = \text{Card}\{F_j \mid F_j \cap Z_i \neq \emptyset, \ F_j \cap C_2 \neq \emptyset\}.
\]

The results are presented in Fig. 4A for a NP-SiSO₃ sample. It clearly shows the formation of new collagen fibrils with time around NPs. Averaged results for all samples are displayed in Fig. 4B, C. It is interesting to note that the number of fibrils per NP ranges between 0.6 and 0.9 (Fig. 4B), while only ca. 50% of the NPs are associated with at least one fibril after 60 minutes (Fig. 4C). Taken together, these data suggest that some particles bear a small number of discrete isolated fibrils that extend beyond the particle close vicinity, i.e. beyond the first distance class as illustrated in Fig. 2H, while others most probably bear shorter fibrils. Indeed, the formation of short fibrils, hundreds nm in length, at the surface of NP-SiSO₃, has been previously ascertained by electron microscopy. However,
when coming to the comparison between NP-SiSO$_3$ and NP-Si samples, the computed values are statistically similar. This means that the number of individual fibrils that can be distinguished and associated to a given particle is virtually the same in both systems. Yet the shorter influence range previously measured for NP-SiSO$_3$ samples indicates that the SHG photon density is higher around functionalized NPs than around bare ones. This can correspond either to the formation of larger collagen fibrils or to a denser packing of fibrils near the NP-SiSO$_3$ surface, both of which would equally contribute to the enhancement of SHG intensity. Interestingly, this is reminiscent of rod-like dense collagen structures commonly observed at the surface of functionalized particles, that exhibit a marked contrast under the electron beam (Fig.1B, arrow in insert).

4 Discussion and Conclusions

Investigating the dynamics of protein fibrillogenesis in 3D is a challenging task. Further introduction of nanoscale objects as a mean to direct the fibrillogenesis process raises more complex issues related to the simultaneous monitoring of the inorganic and bio-organic components as well as the quantification of interfacial processes. Here a combination of two independent non interfering multiphoton imaging techniques is used to specifically monitor each partner during the self-assembly process, as well as to determine their relative spatial evolution. Mathematical morphology analysis is then applied to 3D images and, based on an appropriate stereological definition of the hybrid network and its interfaces, provides quantitative evidence of the influence of the inorganic nanoscale surface on the protein organization.

Our approach allowed the precise quantitation of collagen assembly with respect to the distance to the silica particle surface, leading us to define and determine the influence range of the particle. Importantly, diluted collagen provides suitable conditions to specifically focus on the growth of isolated fibrils. High collagen density around sulfonated silica particles together with decreasing influence range with time strongly suggest that fibrillogenesis proceeds from the surface of the particle. This can be attributed to an increase of the local collagen concentration at the interface due to the electrostatic interactions between the sulfonate groups and the collagen triple helices that promotes collagen ordering and fibrils growth. This hypothesis is supported by the faster kinetics of fibrillogenesis compared to collagen alone. Indeed, at pH 2.5, sulfonated particles exhibit a high negative charge density allowing for an efficient pre-confinement of positively-charged triple helices. Since the pKa of the sulfonate function is 1.8, the particle charge density, and therefore its interactions with collagen, is almost constant during the pH increase triggering the self-assembly process. In contrast, the bare silica nanoparticles have a point of zero charge of ca. 3.35, meaning that they initially have no favorable electrostatic interactions with triple helices and that their surface charge will significantly evolve during the course of fibrillogenesis. Accordingly, for bare silica nanoparticles, the influence range does not evolve with time and the system shows poor reproducibility, suggesting that fibrillogenesis does not occur systematically from the particle surface. Our data thus shows that the pre-confinement onto NP-SiSO$_3$ associated with accumulation of triple helices is a key step to promote collagen ordering and fibrils growth. One step further, it was possible to determine the number of collagen fibrils around individual particles. However, it was not possible to apply this procedure to the area at the close vicinity of the particle surface, where SHG photons cannot be attributed to a discreet object with dimensions matching the optical resolution. This reflects that the spatial resolution of the mathematical discretization procedure is limited by the resolution of the imaging technique. This led us to remove the first distance class from the computed data. In these conditions, NP-Si and NP-SiSO$_3$ systems became statistically similar, despite the fact that mean values of fibril numbers around nanoparticles are systematically higher for sulfonated silica surfaces. This would suggest that the first distance class is the area where the two systems are more markedly different, enlightening the key step of fibrillogenesis that occurs at functionalized interfaces.

Stereological discrimination of individual fibrils allows the correlation between the SHG photon density and the number of fibrils around particles. This ultimately provides informa-
tion on collagen organization (i.e. supramolecular packing and fibrils morphology) down to the sub-micronic scale from an optical method. Especially, it underlines the role of sulfonated particles in the confinement and accumulation of triple helices that self-assemble from the surface, where the growth of fibrils in a given direction is fed by the desorption of neighbor proteins. In other words, the confined triple helices can be considered as a reservoir for fibrillogenesis; upon increasing pH, the local ordering of triple helices leads to the formation of dense rod-like structures from which fibrillogenesis further proceeds (Fig.S4).

The present work demonstrates the strength of combining nanochemistry, bio-imaging and morphological analysis to elucidate self-assembly processes in multi-scale hybrid dynamic systems. In particular, thanks to the simultaneous monitoring of the inorganic and bio-organic components and to the quantitation of interfacial processes, it demonstrates that after suitable chemical modification, silica nanoparticles can act as well-defined nucleation surfaces to favor and orient collagen fibrillogenesis. Ultimately, the here-presented approach and foreseeable developments may be easily applied to a broad diversity of systems combining optically responsive inorganic nanoobjects with fibrillar proteins to be used in nanomedicine and nanotechnology.

Materials

Synthesis of silica particles

Stöber silica particles were synthesized and functionalized as previously described21. Alexa Fluor® 488 (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen) was covalently grafted within NP-Si and NP-SiSO₃ to obtain fluorescent nanoparticles according to literature45.

Sample preparation

Type I collagen was extracted and purified from rat tail tendons as previously described19. All other chemicals were purchased and used as received. Water was purified with a Direct-Q system (Millipore Co.). Collagen (100 µg/ml) was solubilized in 0.5 M acetic acid and fibrillogenesis was triggered upon increasing pH to 7.5 by addition of NaOH. A drop of sample was placed between two glass coverslips and directly visualized using SHG microscopy without any staining.

Multiphoton imaging

In situ SHG/2PEF images of silica-collagen hybrid biocomposites (5 NP-SiSO₃ and 5 NP-Si samples) were acquired for 1 hour every 20 minutes from the onset of pH triggered self-assembly. We used circularly-polarized 860 nm excitation and a high NA objective (40x 1.1NA LD C-Apochromat, Zeiss) to achieve a focal volume of typically 362 nm lateral and 1.11 µm axial dimensions (full width at 1/e). SHG signals were detected in the forward direction and 2PEF signals in the backward direction, using appropriate spectral filters. We recorded 160 x 160 x 30 µm³ 3D images with 0.27 x 0.27 x 0.5 µm³ voxel size and 10 µs dwell time, resulting in 5 minutes total acquisition time. Using 50 mW excitation power at focus, we observed a limited photobleaching of the stained NP, while SHG was not affected as expected for such a non-resonant signal.

3D analysis

All processing was done in 3D, using a cubic connectivity (the neighbors of a given voxel are its 26 closest voxels: 8 in the same slice, and 9 in each adjacent slice), except when otherwise specified. In order to segment the nanoparticles, a median filter of size 2 is applied to the 2PEF image, followed by a hysteresis thresholding. Then, all connected components which are not present in at least two consecutive slices in the image stack are removed. Indeed, given the size of the nanoparticles, and the acquisition conditions, each nanoparticle should span at least two slices. To segment the collagen fibrils, we first applied a median filter of size 2 to the SHG image, followed by a 3D reconstruction, and a threshold at level 1.
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